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Radical Readings Mark 2
Quite moving, for
those who knew her,
was an extract read
by Sheila from an
essay written by a
certain 13 year old
Ruth Engel, later to
become Ruth Frow
one of the Library
founders. Even at
that age Ruth knew
exactly where she
was going politically.
Once again we’ve had the good
fortune to have our very good
friends in the world of stage,
screen and television give up
their valuable free time to put on
a fund raising event for us. After
the success of two years ago we
simply had to, by popular
demand put on a Radical
Readings Mark 2 performance.
And what a fantastic day we
had. On Sunday 27 November
the Maxwell Hall at Salford

email addresses
Unfortunately, but it’s the way of
the world these days.
Communications are increasing
carried out electronically. We
have had a number of comments
that friends didn’t find out about
Radical Readings until after all
tickets had been sold.
If you haven’t done already please
let us have your email address to
receive regular bulletins and early
notice of coming events to avoid
disappointment.

University was packed to the
rafters to see, in alphabetical
order, Christopher Eccleston,
Sheila Hancock, Julie
Hesmondhalgh, Mike Joyce and
Maxine Peake thoroughly
enjoying themselves doing
selective readings from the likes
of Brecht, Edith Nesbitt, Daniel
Defoe, Ewan MacColl, chartist
Ernest Jones, C Day Lewis,
George Orwell and many others.

Thanks to these
special friends and all the
donations received the Library
is around £10,000 better off.
We can assure you that all that
money will be well used to
maintain the collection and
promote a better understanding
of working class politics, as
intended by our founders, and
continued by the Trustees.

How Much Do We Charge?
We had quite a bit of discussion
in the Library about how much
we should charge for the event.
On the one hand it was a fund
raiser and so we should seek to
raise as much as we could,
particularly when our acting
friends were giving up of their
free time and travel costs. Given
the quality of our performers
quite a high entry charge could
have been made and we would
still have filled the hall and
made a lot more money.

On the other hand a high entry
charge would have excluded
many people from the
opportunity of seeing their
favourites live, which would
have been contrary to
everything Library stands for.
We hope we have found a
middle ground and fixed a ticket
cost that didn’t mean anybody
was excluded but still made it
worth the while for all those
involved in mounting the show.

From
The

Collection
An Asylum Seeker From
Yesteryear
Hermann Ehlert was a German
refugee who fled Nazi
Germany in 1933.
Born on 14 January 1912 he
was 21 when he left Germany
and settled in Manchester. He
had left Germany because his
anti-fascist activities were
beginning to come to the
attention of the authorities and
he felt his arrest was
imminent. He found work as a
tutor in technical German at
the University of Manchester
and then later enrolled as a
student of commerce gaining
his BA in 1940.
It was these same anti-fascist
sentiments that caused him to
enlist in the Lincoln Brigade of
the International Brigades
fighting in the Spanish Civil

War in 1937. He fought at
Jarama and was seriously
wounded by shrapnel at
Brunete in July 1937, spending
8 months in the Pasionara
hospital in Murcia and
returning to Manchester
in September 1938.
Despite his known
hatred of fascism
Hermann was interned
in Huyton prison camp
on Merseyside as an
enemy alien in late
summer 1940. Even
though the authorities
didn’t trust him he still
had many friends who
did, including a GA
Sutherland, of Dalton
Hall, University of
Manchester who wrote
letters, which we hold here,

endeavouring to gain his release.
However, it looks likely that by
1942 he was back in Manchester as
is evidenced by a letter dated 16
October 1942 sent to Mrs K Werner
from the 24th Machine Gun
Training Centre in Chester asking if
Ehlert is available to give a talk
about what it is like to live under
fascism. We also have a letter
addressed to him at 10 Wilbraham
Road by Ross E Clark, a Captain in
the US Air Force thanking him for a
talk he had given to American
service personnel.
He was chair of the Free German
League of Culture in Great Britain
(Manchester Branch), which was
founded shortly before the war for
refugees from Nazi Germany.

The collection also contains several
letters including one from GA
Sutherland, Dalton Hall, University
of Manchester regarding Ehlert's
transfer to Huyton and efforts to get
him released.
There are papers relating to the
Manchester branch of the Free German
League of Culture, which was based
firstly in Hulme, Manchester and then,
after its members had been released
from internment, at 187 Oxford Road,
Manchester, and also papers from the
Manchester branch of the Free German
Movement in Britain.
Ehlert returned to the German
Democratic Republic in 1946 and
died in Dresden on 20 March 1976
aged 64.

Star Bazaars

Friends of a certain age may
recall the annual Morning Star
Bazaars of yesteryear. Those
even more mature may well
remember its predecessor the
Daily Worker Bazaar. These
fund raising events to which
comrades donated any
number and variety of gifts, as
the poster indicates, were held
just in time to coincide with
the annual Christmas
shopping spree. No need to go
to the big department stores
for your Xmas presents, you
just needed to go along to
your local bazaar to find the
ideal gift for your friend or
relative. And all the proceeds,
of course, went to support the
paper. And, as you would
expect all organising time was
donated free of charge, so
apart from possible room hire
100% of the proceeds went to a
good cause. Not like some of
today’s fund raising charities.
Thanks to a donation from Alice
Smethurst we have these lovely
examples from a St Pancras
bazaar in, what year we’re not
sure but between 1946 and 1959.
Note the not inconsiderable
gross taking of £3,625 penned
at the top of the programme.

Don’t Forget to Pop in and See Our Current
Exhibition Celebrating the Life of Irish
Labour Leader and Republican
James Connolly.
See our website for more details.

Trade Union Support
We’re getting a little worried
that the last quarter may be
seeing the beginnings fo a
new era for the Library, but
hopefully we’re wrong. The
last 3 months has only seen
donations of about £3,000
from the movement, about
half of that we have become
accustomed to. It may be just
a blip or it may reflect
pressures on trade unions
and their branches to cope
with reduced membership
numbers and the amount of
work involved in protecting
employment and conditions
at work.

of their last donation so if
support continues we should
be seeing a corresponding
amount coming in each
quarter. This year, however,
has seen the lowest figure for
this last quarter for over 10
years. We hope it’s a blip but
we ask all readers to check
with their branch or region
that they are still supporting
the library. We are also
aware that we may have lost
some branches due to
mergers. Again it would be
great if you could check that
your new branch supports
the library.

We send out a note to our
trade union supporters
round about the anniversary

Having got that off our
chests are grateful for the
money we have received

from national unions BECTU and
Community plus donations from
regions or branches of GMB,
NASUWT, NUJ, NUT, UCATT,
UNISON and Unite. Not forgetting,
of course, 8 trades councils. Thank
you all.
We included an article last time
celebrating the 150th anniversary of
Manchester and Salford TUC. The
present Salford TUC had their
celebrations early in November
with a series of community
activities preceded by a launch
attended by the City Mayor, Paul
Dennett, local MP Rebecca Long
Bailey and local boy made good
FBU General Secretary Matt Wrack
who informed the meeting that
many years ago he had been a
youth observer to the Trades
Council. Our travelling exhibition
of the Trades Council was, of
course, prominently displayed.

Our Enid
We are proud to announce
the publication of 'Our Enid:
The Life and Work of Enid
Stacy 1868-1903', written by
her niece, Angela Tuckett,
newly edited and illustrated
with photographs from the
Library's collection.
Enid was a tireless
campaigner for socialism on
the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries. She was
a founder member of the
Independent Labour Party;
an inspiring propagandist,
who according to Tom
Mann, 'could speak to
thousands in the open air as
though she was talking to
each in their own home'; a
champion of full equality for
women; a campaigner for a
truly fair education system

for all children, and a brave
critic of the Boer War and its
colonial roots when 'war
fever' was at its height.
She shared platforms with
Keir Hardie, Eleanor Marx
and Tom Mann; toured with
the Clarion Van; spoke in
halls large and small in the
Midlands, the North,
Scotland and Wales, and
undertook lecture tours of
the United States.
She was, in short, an
amazing woman. We need
many more like her in these
difficult times!
You can get a copy from the
Library at an introductory price
of £5.00 + £3 p&p. Offer
available until 31 January 2017.
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